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ABSTRACT 

The analytical determination of congestion 
quantities in large service systems mostly is 
impossible owing to complexity of the system. 
Mostly, simulation is used. Determination of the 
accuracy of the measurement from variance in 
results of consecutive runs may result in too 
optimistic results owing to correlation (the 
so-called "cluster-effect"). 

In the past this effect has been analysed for 
the standard M/Mic cases. A more general theory 
is presented here. The older results (which are 
nearly inaccessible) are reviewed at hand ot the 
present theory. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many large service systems, such as occur in 
telecommunication and datahandling [1,71 may be 
described as aggregates of flows* of arrivals 
(demands for service), a set ot servers and 
possibly queues, From a traffic point of view 
such a system may be specified by a large ergodic 
stochastic system, supposedly stationary. The 
state of occupation of the servers and the 
number of items in the queues together define a 
state of the system. When the quelles are ot 
limited size, the number of states of the system 
is finite. 

During periods in which arrivals are relatively 
frequent and/or in which service~times are 
relatively large, arrivals may experience some 
(mild or severe) form of hindrance, such as j 

(i) not being ~erved at all (they are lost, the 
system is said to be blQcked tor those-airivals}; 
(ii) delay of service; (iii) the test procedure 
for finding a free server lasts too long, Such 
hindrance will in general be called congestion. 
In order to judge the system's performance with 
a view to congestion, some measure is needed, to 
be called overall congestion C. It may refer to 
all arrivals or only to those of a subset ot the 
set of arrival flows, The flows concerned wil'l 
be denoted by.ft., •••• , Al'\.. ; their densities""by 

f'f,·">f .... . Their overall density isf=r.f~ 
In the s eque I I, arr i va Is" will ret; er to arr tval s' 
from those flows .A1> .. . ,).A"- only. 

Most definitions of overall congestion Care 

either; (i) the arrival",expectation E&{9..rx~ 
of some congestion~weight r~}( which depends on 
the flow of origin }[~ and the state of the 
system I at arrival; or (ii) the time~expec-

tat ion E~{9J} of a state dependent congestion 
factor 1.r . Some examples: 

a. Consider a blo~ng system. When the system 
is in state i., it is ' known from the con
figuration whether an arrival from flow.AA 
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b. 

c. 

will be served (f',.~=o) or ' lost (f,oj.=1). 

~hen ~.!!:E Ea-! lrXl is ' the probabili 'ty of 
block~ng. 

Consider a delay system. When the state is 
i., an arrival of flow.A~ is either given 
service immediately ('1,:1-=0) or delayed 
(put into a queue; 9':4,=1). The ~v~rall 
congestion C now ~s the probab~l~ty of 
delay. 

Consider again a delay syst,em. Let r.' be 
the total number of queued arrivals when 
the system is in state i.. Let be 

C !!f Et{ 9'.r j . Then Cif is the expec
ted waiting-time. 

d. Consider some (possibly very complex) 
blocking system (e.g. a "grading",[1;J}). 
Arrivals of flow AI test (in telephone 
parlance "hunt") a subset Pi of 'lit- servers 
In a certain order, until either a free 
server has been found or else,$"( is found 
not to contain a free server. When the 
system is in state i., the number of tests 
necessary (the hunt) is denoted by 

- d& Q..{ ~.A. (= f, .. , 1<tt) . Then C;J E 7Dc} is 
the expected hunt. 

Figure I, which is considered self-explanatory, ' 
shows some simple cases. 

In principle the states i can be markovi~e~, when 
necessary, ,by the introduction of a suff~c1e~t 
number ot; supplementary variables. The solut~on 
of the Chapman-Kolmogorov , equations then may 
yield C. Practically this mostly is precluded by 
the large size of the system. Hence, it is 
customary to assume all arr.ival flows to be 
Poisson processes an~ll service-times to have 
exponential, Erlang-k or hyperexponential distri
bu~ ions. This reduces the total process to a 
Markov processl'2 with say"., states. LetA be the 
'infinitesimal gene-rator and the stationary 
probability vector. Then*: 

{I . I ) 

Now, consider the case of C bein~ defined as 
EtJ4.{'1JX1. As the : lows are ~o i s sonian, 7he pro
bability of an arr~val stemm~ng from A1t ~s flip, 
independent of the state I . Hence, the arrival
expectations of'.IX and of r.r' defined by: 

.!§. I ra. 
9I - r?; tl; 9.r~ ( I .2) 

are equal. Moreover, they equal the time-average 
of 'lz . With: 

l elf (?f~ ... ) ?,.,..) (1.3) 

the following equaLities exist: 

* Yectors are vectors tn state-space. The vector 
i- is the unttvector: (111) .. " 1) : P:odu:ts 
of vectors are scalars. Hence, no d~st~nct~on 
need ,be made between row- and c~lumnvectors. 
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state i: servers 1,2,4,5·,7 occupied state i: {servers 1,2,3,5 occupied 
queuelengths 2,0,4,0 

case a C = prob. of loss (blocking) case b C probability of delay 
case d C average hunt case c C av. total queuelength 

Figure 1: some examples of congestion models. 

C ~ £Q,{rnc} - C4.{Z.J:d:::Et{7I}~ 1'1 ( I .4) 

(I) (;o:J (JOj --

I, 11 and III can be considered three equivalen 
definitions of C in this case. When III or 11 
is the original definition, I can be given a 

meaning by taking ri.~ et! (/e: (Y~). 

Now, even after reduction of the process to a 
Markov process, its size mostly prohibits analy
tical or numerical treatment. The only possibi
lity then is simulation. By simulation a reali
sation of.Pt. is formed for the interval (o..-C) 
Starting the simulation some time before hand 
m·ay render the condition at t"=o "random" to a 
certain extent . For the said interval the order 
of events (i.e. transitions inft and arrivals 
~ot resulting in transitions) as well as inter
event durations then are known. From the three 
definitions of C we immeditately obtain three 
possible estimates of C , viz. I) as the obser
ved arrival-average of 1zx; I)" ditto of 9Z ; 
and Ill) as the observed time-average of ~ for 
the interval (o;t). 

The three estimates ~se different parcels of 
knowledge contained in the realisation. Method ~ 
uses the values of 9.LX at arrivals only. Method 
I I a 1 sou s est h e va 1 u e s 0 f 'Izx t hat wo u 1 d h a v e 
been found when the actual arrivals would have 
been replaced by arrivals from other flows 
(blended in the correct proportions). Finally, 
method III in addition also uses the inter-event 
tim es . Hence, method III will be the most 
accurate, method I the least. Method III should 
always be preferred. There may, however, be 
impediments. In general, the system will be so 
1aree that it is impossible to construct lists 
of f{.:t.. or ?.:. Hence, they should be constructed 
ad hoc from the configuration and the stored 
conditions of servers and queues. Now, the con
struction of ~ in principle takes ~ times as 
long as that. of 9.:~ (ef. 1.2). Th~s sometimes 
will rule out methods 11 and Ill. Th~s leaves us 
with I and III as useful alternatives, to be 
called the count-method and the continuous ob
servation method. 
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-COUNT METHOD. Let be: 

olf 
in (O,tJ 

i 
J{{t) = the number of arrivals 

( I • 5) 

~(t) ~ > ~(at arrival) 
all K(t) a 'rr. 

Then the observed arrival congestion is defined 
by: 

C~U;J J.f R(t~(f) or (I. 6) 

These are two estimates of C , the second one 
unbtased, the first one probab~y the more 
accurate. 

CONTINUOUS OBSERVATION METHOD. Let Ittj be the 
state at time 1:. 

When we define: 
t 

aft-} ~ J 7Z(-r) 017: (1.7) 

o 

the observed time congestion Ct(~: 

( I .8) 

again is an (unbiased) estimate of C 
Simulation is time-consuming and hence expensive. 
Estimation of the accuracy of results is utterly 
important. The accuracy of the estimates can be 
judged from their coefficients of variation. 
(i.e. standarddeviation divided by expectat~on; 
abbreviation c.o.v.). As simulation is undertaken 
in view of the impossibility of obtaining analy
tical results for expectations, analytical inves
tigation of variances and c.o.v.'s as a rule ~s 
precluded a fortiori. Hence, accuracy mostly ~s 

judged from variances in series of resu~ts for 
consecutive simulation runs. As congest~on 

phenomena tend to occur in bursts or clusters, 
those . run results may be heavily correlated. 
Neglecting this clustering effect may result in 
a far too optimistic estimate of the accuracy. 
It is worth while to have the disposal of an 
analysis ·of this effect in some simple cases. 

The c. 0 • v . ISO f et/I:) and · C:' {tj e q u a 1 t h 0 s e 0 f 
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utr) and ll(t) , respectively. The c.o.v. of ctI.(t) 
depends on the Joint probability of 1Ut) and .#(t'). 
In cases where the occurrences of high~ values 
are rare events, the variability ofJVZ~ will be 
mu c h 1 e s s t ha nth a t 0 f R It r-~ and the c. 0 • v. 0 f 
C:'lt) may be approximated by that of Jr(t). In 

view of a intuitively positive correlation be
tween :R(e) and KIt) , said approxima t ion wi 11 even 
be on the safe side. Hence, the present paper 
wi 11 deal only wi th the C '. o. v. 's of ~ttJ and tilt) . 
This restriction has also been made in other 
publications, to the exception of Olsson's Eto]. 
Olsson deals in an approximative way with ratios 

1?(tj/.J{tt) . 

By Kosten (, Manning and Garwood) [61] analytic 
expressions have been obtained for ~~e asympto
tic behaviour (fort ... oo) of the c.o.v. of C/:'tt) 
and Ct-(t) in the standard MIMic cases (probabi
lities of blocking and delay; average waiting
time). Simple approximations have been found for 
the case with "slight" congestion. Olsson [12.J 
has investigated the accuracy of the C~(~ esti
mates in the MIMic delay case. 

As the MIMic cases need not be the only "simple" 
cases, investigation of general systems may make 
sense. Accuracy of continuous observation results 
in general (Markov) systems have been dealt with 
simultaneously by Forte.t [4-] and Kosten£&J . 

Accuracy of count methods in general blocking 
systems has been investigated by Kosten as a 
sideline in another context 00, App. B] . The 
present paper contains: (i) an extension to count 
methods in general systems; and (ii) the accuracy 
of continuous observation methods in general 
systems by a limiting procedure, applied to (i). 
Moreover, it also deals with higher order 
statistics and with correlation of observation 
results for adjacent intervals. The older results 
[; 9] will be reviiewed at hand of the present 
th~ory. During the prepa~ation of the present 
paper a report [1a by M. Neuts was received, 
containing a rather general approach. The present 
paper, though less general, enters in more ana
lytical detail. 

2. THE COUNT METHOD 

In the following I denotes the state of the 
system prior to an arrival and J the state after
wards. At an arrival firom A~ the state I=,' de
termines: (i) the congestion weight 9;.1. - , and 

( i i ) the new s tat e J = J~ A • Let tP-~. bet het 0 tal 
density of flows, arrivals of wh1ch, when 
occu~ing du~ing state i, cause transition to 
stated' whilst having a congestion weight 

rt.=O)1)·",r*: 

".~ till L Pi ( 2 • 1 ) 
'fI 1f1 Ji.( =i "'1~l =9 

When i=/ the congestion weight r is assumed to 
be > o. We define91f" I'nXI1'l matrices: 

(2.2} 

Let Itl:) be the state of the original Markov 
process at time t and :Jitt:) -the total count during 
(0 !). Now, consider the ~ompund Markov process 
{llt.f;»ICt)~ r ~ol wit~ state sp~ce{~)1) .. ))({1) ... ,..;. 
Of course J?,(o)=o, wh1lst the d1str1but1on of 
~(o) lS the stationary one,p . Let be: 

~.(~~t) tit P{.J?(t)=-t,Itt)=1 ~:1, ... ,If\J (2.3) 

and: f 
f (~)t-) rt (~(7/:) ... ) 1_IIz)t)) (2.4) 

The Chapman-Kolmogorov equat10ns together with 
the initial conditions can be written in matrix~ 
vectoJ: notation: 
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~ -=frv~ + [JI(t.',tJ-1(t,tJjr;.,} (2.5) 

f (t) 0) == d t f 
We introduce the Genenating Function: 

E(x,t-j .if t. /(t,t-) X" (2.6) 

and subsequently the Laplace Transform: 
()oQ 

~(X~t) tJ/f-!e-~t'f()<,t-)oI.t- (2.7) 

o 

Equations (2.5) then yield (l - identity matrix): 

f!'(x,'t)~I-A -i!(tf..1)C;1j = f (2.8) 

f'=f -
The eigenvalues of matrix A have real parts < O. 
Hen c e, for ife 1e > 0 1: ne re ex is t san en vir 0 nm en t 
of x:::1 for which the same is true for matrix 
-[- •• ] . ConsequentlY'£()(I~ is analyltical for 
~e~ >0 and x=(. Therefore, the following expan
sion exi-sts: 

00 

~(X) ~ =-Z !/(j) (X.f)" (2.9) 
",:oD 

where.}j tz) is ana lyti ca 1 f or ~ Z >0 Subs t i tu
tion in (2.8) and comparison of the coefficients 
of (J:.-/);' y i e 1 d s: I'r 

f'j(~){~I-A) = t/J·.~ (~) fI ~+;;"1 j ( 2 • 1 0) 

L./:: 0 of ... ) 
) ) 

(2. 12) 

The quanti tie s /3i(~) :. J >D then are de termi ned 
recursively. -

After the v:ectorsj3.1'(~ have been determined ". the 
Laplace transforms of the factorial moments 
1"-[11 {~/t-)} of ~(t-) are given by: 

LTof ~[j){~{~)}= i'~i (~) ~ (2. 13) 

C/= 1).1, .. -) 
Using (2.10) and the fact that the row-sums of 
.A vanish, this reduces to: 'It,k LT 6£ f.[i){Rttij =- ,. f} '.-,Jt)II'! 

.,' -t ;1 './ . (.j =,,2
J 
... ) 

(2. 14) 

By induction it follows from (2.10, 12) that 
Oit~) is rational, the .rightmost pole being at 
~=o wit h Ip u 1 tip 1 i c i t y r + 1 . Hen c e, for s m a 11 ~
values the following expansion exists: 

Pi(t):= £. y.~ -t -,/rl-t 
.(::0 - lYe 

(2. 15) 

On account ot (Q.12) we have: 

(2. 16) 

Insertion of (2.15) into (2.10) ;:ields 
between the coefficients of ~-./+ -1 : 

a relation 

}'./JA == j;:~-, -f Yi-~~-t JI-I. 
-l .. ., - ) 

(l:: 0) 1) ••• ; i= "') 2) ... ) 

We equate .r,i~ to zero when J'<o or 

} (2.17) 

L <0 . As the 
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row-sums ofJl are zero, the sum of the LHS mem
ber. of (2.17) vanishes. The same must apply to 
the RHS members. Changing·,f into .(1-1 this reads: 

iJ"'( ~ = f Y.t~e ~-'+I H .e~ 1 
-l:1- ~ (2.18) 

(l':OJfJ ••• ;.i~~.lJ ... ) 
The system of equations (2.17) has a defect 1. 
Equation (2.18) completes the system. The.l;'l are 
determined in the inde'x order t,>.",f'+"';%1~ .. ,>l1C'; .... , r being the largest -A -value needed. For 
the sequel we define: 

p-II~ 1f ~(t) (y" arbitrary vector) (2.19) 

An asymptotic expansion for ,k~,:!{FttJ}, ~-.co, may be 
obtained from (2.14, ·15) • As theA.i(~) are 
rational, so are the LT in (2.13). The ri~htmost 
pole (i.e. ~=o ) determines the asymptotic be
haviour. We need only insert (2.15) into (2.14), 
delete th~ non-negative powers of ~ , and replace 
~-~by to -~/(~-f)J . After some reshuffling this 

yields: ~ -t. ~ (~) 

f'£;][~(t)J~i!L t. L ~. ~ ., /. J (2.20) 
",=0 it l=~ 1- >/- - -i . 

(_{: f J 2,'" i ~-+oo) 

Whend? is the count at an arbitrary arrival, it 
follows from the definitions (2.1, 11) of r;'1 and 

HJ. that/l:Etl)Jl.Z equals the expectation of 

(tfl) .. ~ 'I 
~ subj ec t to I= i.. Hence: 

E4.{(fj)} == i 11-1~ (2.21 ) 

(2.22) 

is th e average count per unit of time. 

The number of linear systems of equations (2.17, 
18) to be solved can be reduced by some relations 
to bed er i v e d now. Fro m (2 . . 1 7, 1 8; '" =0 ) and 
(2.16) it follows by induc~ion that: 

fio = t>t~ ( 2 • 23) 

From (2.17, 18, 23) it follows that: 

Y/1 A = ()( i-,/> (oII- HfJ) . 
- - ((-/1 ... ) 
V , e == VP) + ot'/-.l h (zJ - ~ J 

!.11 _ 11-'" r 

(2.24) 

The last member is replaced by zero for;=1. By 
induction: 

(2.25) 

By the use of (2.19, 22, 23, 25) it follows from 
(2.20) that: 

f-(1 ) {~(~ J) = 0( t 

r [2.) {-X (rjJ""" 01/' t~+ l f r,f') T J (~) j t + Z ;;f.') 
~UJ {~(t;)} - olt3 + ({ if~f)+){l.)} 01 t'l. + 

T 6 {Ia~') + Yt!1.~ P {"lJ}t To ({ fzP~f,f1 

(2.26) 

The fi rst quantity is the correct value of the 
expected count in ~)t). From the factorial moments 
the cumulants ~j{~{~J may be obtained, which 
are generated by (c.f. Wilks C13]): 

[. 4C,;.fR(t-J} ~; = .fn. E { € ~{t7~j 
,; :, 

They are multinomials of the fc-c/][R/tJj l1~]. As 
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errors in the asymp~otic expressions (2.26) are 
finite sums of negative exponentials, asymptotic 
expressions for those cumulants may be obtained 
by simply introducing the relations (2.26) into 
the multinomi/als mentioned. This yields: 

1Ct {:RttJ} = ~~ {.R(f)} == oIt 

*1. {E tt"! = VQIr.{/t(f)}_{lJlP!,.l,/>(~~Dl }tt-l/tP) 

"'.1 {'F(#] ,.., '(lll.(')TI,/1.~/li~+ ytf')+,h~)-
_ IJ( lIJ1J+ fIt } t r 'f 11 (1)+ 11(1)+ v. (1J) 

III IH ~f~ ff~ 

(2.28) 

It should be observed that the 'simplificatory 
relations' (2.23, 25) are needed for establishing 
the fact that those asymptotic expressions for 
-«t and 11:'3 do not contain higher .. powers of ~ . . 

We especially state the asymptotic expressions: 

lICit.{~t)]~ {J..Iff')+-~f/J.)+DI]t- 1 
C.o. ".''{'RttJ1 ..., { ~ y,t)+ l}> (lj+ otl!ot~.t 

From (2.21) we have: 

E{r;f = ?(1Yf= «it 
E{t;fl/-<f)} = 2'p t,J/t> 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

When all counts were mutually inde~endent samples 
of f, the process at hand would .reduce to a 
Poisson process with multiple occurrences (Cox 
and Miller [3] ) . .'rhe variance of1(/t-j then would 
be: _ 

7IfVt. {~(t)~ot} == f t L E (4') + 
+ E{f/(4J- tgj = {()( +1.1/~1 t (2.31 ) 

For t~oQ the ratio ~{~'-f)}/JI'Q'c.{~ti-)c:.....tl tendS to a 
con s tan t, to bed e not e d by I" . Th e q u ant i t y l' 
will be called the coeffic1ent of the cluster 
effect, as it clearly describes the reduction 
in accuracy of the measurement due to the effect 
of clustering of high congestion :values dj. We 
eventually find: . 

/Z,= '1-1- 1.{f1(1Iro<-t- Z,h("Jj (2.32., 

The definition of the coefficient of cluster 
effect adopted here differs slightly from the 
original one [t

J
l] . Originally, t~e number of 

arrivals (counts) in the "independent" process 
had bee n t a ken to b e con s tan t pt- . I t i s to b e 
conj ectured that f is larget. than 1 , in any 
cas e for "n 0 rm a l" ·c a se s . 

As: (i) corresponding cumulants for independent 
stochastic variables are additive, and (ii) 
count-totals 7?{t,) and :ir{t).) for large adjacent 
intervals (O)"t1 ) and (t:"t",+tl.) are intuitively 
asymptotically independent, it may conjectured 
that all cumulants *:,'{~(4-)J are asympto ·tically 
linear in t. 

3. THE CONTINUOUS OBSERVATION METHOD 

The results of this section will be obtained 
from those of section 2. We construct a hypo
thetical model based on section 2. The flows 
..A, > .. . >.A", , though retaining their functions 
as possible state-changers, do no longer cause 
counts; formally they are no longer arrival 
flows. Instead new virtual arrival flows 1;; ...• ~ 
are c rea t e d wit h den sit i e s 9't) .... !,..,. (Co f. 2. I for 
the definition of 1.;). Virtual arrivals (now 
the arrivals) do not change the state, but may 
cause unit counts, viz. when '-L. Marking quan
tities in this hypothetical system by tildes 
("') we have: 
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(3 • I ) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

The counting-process defined above now is a 
doublly stochastical Poisson process ( Cf. Cox 
and Lewis[~J ). When the state is t, the densi
~ is 1.:' For a fixed realisation of.Pt. on (~t-) 
~/ij has a Poisson distribution with expectation 

:[ to rZtr:) Dlr:: ( cf. I. 7) . 

Let F~-4-).2.e the unknown · c.d.f. of tttt) . Then the 
p • f. '0 f ~tt) is:..o 

'P{Xtt)c tJ = J L,~ e-' a-r F(~~ 
o 1:. I 

and its {-th factorial moment: 

f[']{~ (fl} = l t/'l-I)"l"Z-L1-tJ/o;-r'~drF(St)= 
.1l-l 0 tr 

'= ;;A:rlr:F/&;t)=fl{lt(~ (3.5) 

When the qutntities defined in (3.1, 2, 3) are 
used in section 2, the asymptotic expressions 
for ,4~ {utt-I] now follows from (2.26): 

~,("ltJj:= Cl t-ij ,... 
1'z,{2t(t)} - (o<~t2.+],ft/t~'f"J,;;1.}/fl. 
~.J{Ultjj~{oI.itJ + f,{,)ol fl + 

T , f{[1J-t .,.llzi7}}/f:1 

From these results the cumulants 
Especially: 

~{ltlti} -L{j;{')f+ %i') j/~ ~ 
C.o.v.2{lt(t)j"'" J.H,t'J;oI~t 

(3.6) 

may be obtained. 

} (3.7) 

It is to be conjectured that the latter result 

in less than c.o.v.I,{R!tiJ (cf. 2.29). When 

Probabilities of blocking are estimated, one has 
..... 1 -ct} u) ,.., 
H = H1 ; yf1 lIS 'f,,'/f.> pa)= I') 

c.o.tI.'l.fRIt-J} -- c.o.r.1{UttlJ +- Volt (3.8) 

a result that can be obtained by simpler means. 

4. CORRELATION OF RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT INTERVALS 

Let 1?' ,]tit and:R.. be the counts for the intervals 
( o,t-), (t;.zt) and (o,:t.t"), respectively. Then 

"R :0 ~ '+ -:R" 
, '~ 1IMf~ I = WJh[R'} + lIrVI;fK'j or 1, Co" [1?., ~ 1 

or: 

When the asymptotic expressions (2.28) for 
~{R&fis used, we obtain: 

Co\) {~~ ~#j -- - tJ,(1) (4. I) 

In section 2 we introduced the coefficient of 
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clustereffect (2.32) to describe the effect of 
clustering. It seems that this effect may also 
be described by the covariance mentioned. 

When l: ... ~, the variances increase asymptotically 
linearly. Hence, the relative influence of an 
asymptotically constant covariance becomes less 
and less. 

In the same way, by considering the results.R ' , 
.R" and :R'" for three consecutive intervals 
o f d u rat ion tit m a y b e s how nth ate:, 11 (.z' ,R1I'j 
tends to zero for ~ .... ·00 ) 

5. THE STANDARD M/Mic CASES 

The numerical implementation of the aforegoing 
theory is very easy in the present computer age. 
Hence, further analysis for the standard MIMic 
cases would hardly be advantagerous, were it not 
that it offers the possibility of obtaining rules 
of thumb. 

Let Je/t-) be the number of lost arrivals in (O.,t-) 
for the M/Mic blo~king system. There is one flow 
of arrivals (n.=I) with density p . The service ... 
time has an exponential distributi6n .±th average 
I. When all ~ servers are ocuppied, new arrivals 
are lost without further consequence. The state 
of the system is indicated by the number of 
occupied servers t6{O. "') c}. The data are: 

Jl ~ threeband matrix 

main : (-f)(~f-1)(-f-1.)"·(-f-C+~(;;e.; f
upper: f r P .. t .\} 
lower: 1 .t .. , (e-1) <: 

Hi = f diag fOI ... .,O,1} ; }{>1::, 0 
The system of equations (1.1) now reads: 

fl>~-.1 -(~ +t)"b't +("1.+f)A+, =-0 J 
(~=o~ .. ·.,C.-f;P_1 =0) 

A -1- ••• + p,,& =:-1 
Its solution is: 

. ,Jl -f. 't../ 1;';',0 A .. k~ wlth: cp. = ~ r p,!, k=:'/~.,... (5.4) 

Replacing y" by 1 equations (2.2'1,)~1) now read: 

f~-I -rf>1-t.)~~ +~::J~~~1("::~;;O) j ~.6) 
f/.o T ... ..,. ~c. = 0 

Routine use of Generating Functions yields: 

.l C. ~ 
''''' = 0( k Yt - 0( K ~ ~ I;. ( 5 .7 ) 

(5.8 ) 

The results (5.6~ 10) are sufficient for calcu
lating expectation and variance of ~(~ accor
ding to (2.29). They agree with previous ad hoc 
results [t]. Also the coefficient of cluster
effect (2.32) can be obtained. 

Now, consider the case of a large system (pIC~f) 
in which blocking is a rare event l~« 1 : ). 
This is the case when e.g. C >f+lv;r . The last 
term in (5.9) then may be d~le ted. The quantity 

k 'fC. i s the ex p e c tat ion 0 f 1/ c.c - 'to) • As the 
distribution function K'P..,. is sharply peaked 
around't-:::!f and "/(c.-t) is a rather flat function 
in this pe~k-region, said expectation may bt 
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approx ima t ed by "Ice. - f). Hence, ,;tJ~ rx,P/(c -r) 
Then the coeffient of clustereffect may be 
appr6ximatedly: 

f ~ V--(C-r f>;.-~-/-( c---~-~ 
~he practical validity has been thoroughly tested 

Now, consider a M/M/c del& _. y system with infinite 
queue. Let1ittJ be either (i) the number of (new) 
arrivals during(~~ that encounter delay, or (ii) 
tne sum-total of queuelengths encountered by 
those arrivals. Division by pt-·-yields estimates 
of the probability of delay and of the mean 
queuelength, respectively. The C.O.v. of :R/t:J for 
both cases has been obtained previously by ad hoc 
methods [~]. Those results have recently be 
verified by P. Kaland, using the present theory. 
Under the conditions vor "rare" congestion 
p~ C »f) f/{« 1 , the co e f f i c i en t 0 f c Ius t ere f f e c t 
may be approximated by: 

(i) measurement of prob. of delay (cf.!r]): 

I ~ (C+~J/(c-I') (5.11) 

(ii) measurement of mean queuelength: 

I ~ Vc"l.+'I Cf r!'-j(c_I') ( 5 . 12) 

eas i ly obtainab le from resu I ts in r.1J . 
Results for the accuracy of ~~ estimates in 
[')7] are pres en t ly be ing ver if ied. 

ROULETTE/SIMULATION 

In Roulette Simulation [~j-'JJ instead of a 
realisation of the continuous/L-process a 
~equence~true series of events; embedded in this 
realisation, is built. The accuracy of this type 
of measurements is presently being considered. 
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